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Presidents Report (Juniors)  
First up I want to remind everyone that the U15’s play at the new Gungahlin Enclosed Oval 
on Friday night at 7.15pm. It would be great to see as many Jets families as possible from all 
age groups getting along to check out the new facility and supporting the Jets players.  

Last week I wrote about the need for volunteers to help out each week and supporting your 
child’s team. It was great to see so many people getting involved around the grounds. The 
great weather didn’t hurt of course. 

Following last Saturday’s games, I received several comments and an email from teams and 
clubs visiting Amaroo thanking us for the positive game day environment that the Jets 
provide. This is a credit to the committee and all of the parents and volunteers that pitch in 
and have a focus on what is best for the kids.  

Thank you to everyone. 

On a sad note, the club was advised this week that Sharon Cook, one of our U12 mums, 
passed away suddenly. Sharon has been a regular volunteer for the Jets over a number of 
years. Our deepest condolences go to Sharon’s husband Dave, her daughter Ashleigh and 
son Billy.  

This year it is the Seniors turn to organise and run the annual Jets Trivia Night…once again 
it will be held at the Amaroo School Hall. The date has been confirmed as 21 July, stay tuned 
for more details in the next week or so. These nights are always a lot of fun (just ask Anthony 
and Paul) and a great way to relax with other Jets families. We’d like to see as many Juniors 
families there as possible, so save the date and start organising your tables. 

All the best for your games this weekend. 

Scott Wallace – President (Juniors) 

 
 



 

 

 

 

   

Jets Merchandise 
The Gungahlin Jets have an exciting range of merchandise available for players, supporters and families. 

Whether it is a polo shirt to wear to and from the game, an anorak and beanie to keep you warm on the 
sidelines there is a great selection to choose from. There are many items in stock ready for immediate 
delivery. Please complete the 2014 Merchandise Order form above for all purchases. Payment is required 
with your order.  

Order Form and Photos: http://www.gungahlinjets.com.au/content/2014-jets-merchandise  

For enquiries please e-mail: merchandise@gungahlinjets.com.au  

 

Save The Date: 
 
Jets Trivia Night 
Saturday 21st June 2014 

Amaroo School Hall 

More details to follow 

http://www.gungahlinjets.com.au/content/2014-jets-merchandise
mailto:merchandise@gungahlinjets.com.au


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Umpiring Opportunities 
Have you ever thought about becoming an Umpire? 

This is a great way to earn some money while getting 
/ keeping fit! 

AFL NSWACT are in need of some more umpires to 
cover all grades for season 2014. If you’re aged 13 and 
above and are interested, please contact: 

wallos34@gmail.com 

 No Experience Necessary 
 FREE coaching and mentoring 
 Earn $20 - $60 per game, each weekend April 

to September. 
 Must be 13 years of age. 
 Small start-up cost for Green Shirt kit - $44.00 
 Umpire a game before or after you play. 
 Develop confidence, leadership and decision 

making skills. 
 Field, Boundary and Goal umpiring 

opportunities available. 

Jets Song 
Did you know that there is audio of the Jets Song at the following link? 

Why not download it and save it as your ringtone? 

http://www.gungahlinjets.com.au/sites/default/files/Gungahlin%20Jets%20Theme%20Song.zip  

Jetstream Editor Wanted 
Due to work commitments (yes, I do actually have a paid job), I need to find a replacement Jetstream Editor 
ASAP. 

It is anticipated that I will continue to coordinate the submission of articles and forward to the new Editor on 
Wednesday mornings who will then, over the next few days, copy and paste into MS Word, format as required 
and send back to me for publishing and distribution. 

You are of course welcome to add your own ‘flair’ to Jetstream or utilise other software if desired. 

It has been an extremely rewarding role with a great sense of satisfaction when the final product is published 
each week. 

If you are interested in taking on this role, please do not hesitate to call me on 0438150508 or e-mail 
juniors@gungahlinjets.com.au  

Terry Evans 

 

mailto:wallos34@gmail.com
http://www.gungahlinjets.com.au/sites/default/files/Gungahlin%20Jets%20Theme%20Song.zip
mailto:juniors@gungahlinjets.com.au


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Commitment is the name of the Game. 
At the start of the Rising Stars 2014 campaign, the Gungahlin Jets Club committed itself to providing 
Coaching Excellence, Leadership, Investment and Club Support to provide Jets junior players an opportunity 
to develop as a Squad and within their own football capability.  In return the Club asked each player to 
commit to the club, their team and to themselves in order to grow and succeed. 

This commitment was shown on Monday 10th March, 2014; yes, the Canberra Day Long Weekend, where no 
less than 29 players turned up for an additional training session conducted by Essendon legend and current 
Head Coach of the GWS Giants Academy Mark McVeigh, and Darren Denneman. 

Mark McVeigh played 232 games for the Bombers and had been working at AFL NSW/ACT as Talent and 
Coaching Manager for the Sydney North region prior to his appointment at the GWS Giants. 

Mark McVeigh was also joined tonight by Darren Denneman, a former VFL/AFL player with Geelong and the 
Sydney Swans, who currently works with AFL NSW. 

Whilst resembling days of McVeigh playing under Sheedy, the Rising Stars were gathered as young disciples 
in awe of their demi-gods as they were thrilled to have such experienced coaches spend time with them, 
and take them through a training session similar to the standard required by the GWS Giants Academy 
Squads.  

The Rising Stars Squad players and coaches will benefit greatly from this intense 90 minute session, the 
intensity was attested by many adding to the growing capacity of the weeds behind the Hangar. 

Thank you to Mark McVeigh and Darren Denneman, and the GWS Giants Academy for their assistance. 



 

 

  
Under 8 Black 
Week 3 saw us in the local derby with the Jets Grey team, and our team was certainly excited to be playing 
against some familiar faces. With the other team opting to turn their jumpers inside out to avoid a jumper 
clash, the game got underway in almost perfect football weather. In training before the game we practiced 
when our team had the ball, for our teammates to make some space away from their opposing player. This 
gave them a bit of a head start to chase down any balls that don’t hit their target – which happens from time 
to time in the u8’s. 

Mitchell, James and Hayley started things off in the centre.  There was some excellent handballing between 
the players, showing you don’t always have to kick, and got everyone else involved.  Hayley chased really 
hard all day and took her first mark – well done!  There was also some great sportsmanship from the Jets 
Grey team showing concern for Hayley when she got knocked down and hurt.  Mitchell and James teamed 
up with some precision kicking, both using their speed and creating space when we had the ball. 

Ethan, Ryan, and Elliott worked tirelessly in their zone.  Ethan took some great marks, dribbled a goal from 
25 metres out and made a great diving tap to turn a certain goal into a behind – great effort.  Elliott was 
very solid when in the back line taking a number of great marks to send the back back into the centre. Ryan 
kicked a great goal and made a lot of leads to create space for his teammates to pass the ball to him. 

Krish, Ari and Logan combined in their zone – putting in to practice what they learned in training – making 
space. Logan was exceptional in marking an opponent. Whenever the Jets Grey team had the ball, he would 
always find an opposing player to mark. Krish did really well in the ruck and got a number of good taps away 
– we just need to stand our players on the forward side to take advantage. Ari once again had a number of 
great kicks – pin-pointing his passes directly to a teammate – great kicking skills Ari. 

Its great to see the kids apply some of the skills they’ve just learned.  This weeks game also showed some of 
the best sportmanship I’ve seen, and ended with both teams singing the club song at the finish.  

See you at Kippax next week at 11:45.     Darryl Tough - Coach 

 



 

 

  

 

Under 8 Blue 
So on to Round 3 and the highly anticipated inter-club clash between the mighty Jets Blue and the strongly 
performing Jets White.  Tim had done his coaching homework on Jets White, reading Jetstream to identify 
their strengths and keeping one eye on them during the warm up. Our boys would again need to be on top 
of their game to match it with them. 

In beautiful conditions Trystan led the boys out as captain.  Jets Blue started strongly with a goal-fest from 
a cohesive forward unit.  Ryno and Alex were on fire, kicking goals at every opportunity.  Eddie was 
outstanding, running freely and showing some great bouncing and passing skills. 

The second term saw a strong fight-back from Jets White but Jets Blue resisted their charge through strong 
midfield play from Harry who saw plenty of the ball and let fly with some huge kicks into our forward line. 

Into the final term and Jets Blue were enjoying the tussle.  Their teamwork and passing had been strong all 
day and this was underlined through a wonderful piece of play from the backline.  Darcy initiated the move 
with a strong mark and accurate handball to Isaac.  Isaac spun around a couple of players and handballed 
to Trystan who put a nice kick onto the chest of Alex for a great mark.  

At the other end of the field, Rok was making the most of his chances with a couple of great goals, one from 
a very tight angle.  The final highlight of the term was Connor taking a fantastic mark in front of goal, lining 
up his kick and kicking his first goal of the season. 

Really strong skills and teamwork across the whole group today.  Well done to the encouragement award 
winners this week in Rok, Ryan and Darcy.  

Shane O’Keeffe – Team Manager 

 



 

 

  



 

 

  
Under 8 Grey 
A warm and sunny morning greeted the team of Jets U8 Grey – who in the lead up to their match with Jets 
U8 Black and under the expert coaching of Simon B, warmed up their legs by practising some kicking, 
marking drills and general ball handling skills. With the War Memorial rising prominently in the background, 
Reid Oval was in outstanding condition which provided for an excellent game venue.  

To avoid confusion with the Blacks (who wore identical Jets team kit) the boys were very gracious and offered 
to play with their jerseys ‘inside out’. Upon the shrill peep of the umpire’s whistle, the match commenced 
with Edward showing what was to be a steady influence throughout the game by taking a strong high flying 
mark, which he later backed up with a goal that he launched from the deep. Sam L showed fine skills in the 
ruck and tapped forward to Lachy, who then handballed to Sam H. Brady made an expert attempt at goal 
from inside the pocket but the kick went slightly wide as the angle was too sharp resulting in a behind. The 
first third of the match ended with excellent defence from the little guys at the back of the field. 

A tub full of oranges and apples ensured the boys returned to the field with smiles and plenty of zing in 
their legs. Once again, Edward started off with a strong mark. Rory dodged and weaved around some 
opposition players before kicking high and long toward the forward line. At one point, I thought I heard the 
air raid sirens start up from the War Memorial as Kaiden kicked an almighty bomb from the centre which 
resulted in a goal. Sam L also showed great skills and kicked from out in front of the sticks but the Blacks 
defensive pressure was too great, resulting in a point. By the end of the second quarter all players were 
showing good team spirit, with plenty of calling out and sharing of the ball to their mates. 

More oranges and apples allowed the mighty Greys to finish off the final third with fast legs and spirited 
play. All the boys remembered to stay on the feet and not go to ground when chasing the ball. Early on, 
Thomas showed sensational skills by booting a big goal despite receiving strong attention from the Black’s 
defence. Sam jammed his fingers in an attempted mark, but was gutsy and did well to gather himself and 
move the ball forward to Rod, who then passed well to Mathew. Another fist pumping goal from Kaiden who 
at this point was a dominant force against the opposition.  

The game ended and all kids looked to be abit tuckered out; that was until the lollies came out and like 
seagulls around a spilt bucket of hot potato chips, all the players charged in to grab a fistful of yummy treats! 
Also a big thank you to Jasper for coming along to the game and sitting on the sidelines; he arrived with his 
arm in a sling to announce that he had broken his wrist (though not football related!).  

Awards: 

Lachlan: Rock Climbing , Matthew: AMF Bowling, Rod: McDonalds  

Simon Grummett – Team Manager 

 



 

 

  
Under 9 Black 
At last we get to play in daylight and temperatures above 50 to take on the mighty Magpies at Reid Oval. 

The pre-game practice is very positive with our routines under the watchful eye of specialist skills coach, 
John Hohnke. 

The boys are certainly keen as they jostle for front position, constantly talking to team mates and laying a 
few early tackles for good measure which is great but this is only the pre-game speech from the coach to 
announce the team positions. 

At last it's game time and we recruit Dave Stear to be central umpire.  We agree to kick all day into a strong 
easterly breeze and in return Magpies allow us to play all of our 13 players - yes Ashton came back!  The 
Magpies have some tall timber so it will be up to our team to work together as a group to carry the ball 
forward with quick disposal so as to try and crack their zone defence in the centre and forward.  The Magpies 
try to confuse us by playing two number 15s.   

1st Term 

The Jets started off well this week getting into the game quickly, must be the warm sunny nice weather! 

Zac W got an early wake up call with a bit of a push into the ground by the opposition - tough as nails - he 
just got up and had a great kick.  Hudson is playing well and was that a left foot snap from the boundary 
line in the left forward pocket ?.  Anyway it ends up with Finn for a nice pick up and kick around his body 
for a goal.  The mids were keeping the ball from going to the Magpies forwards with Hayden, Ashton and 
Shaun picking up the crumbs and Oscar taking some good chest marks.  The defence were standing up to 
the pressure on fire with Cameron saving a ball on the line and kicking out well.  A free kick for Christopher 
who was taken high then to Zac W then to Oscar with short kick to Hayden and again to Finn and finally to 
Elliott who goals courtesy of a leg break that would impress Shane Warne.  Hudson continues to attack the 
ball and the opposition like a thoroughbred down the straight at Flemington - Without Fear!  

2nd Term 

Slowly but surely the Magpies are becoming more team oriented and breaking down our defence on the 
flanks to move it quickly into the back third.  Cameron was chasing the ball well and kept playing going 
which was good to see.  Unfortunately we get caught out too often by their long kicks over the zone line.  Zac 
M was spoiling the ball well in the mids and good defence  in the backs.  Christopher lays a monster tackle 
on one of the Belconnen players in the middle which results in another ball up.  Jacob was showing true 
courage in getting in on the play and Ethan took on a big guy and saved a goal on the line by out muscling 
his opposition.  Finn and Elliott jumped up to spoil some opposition marks and sometimes you would think 
Finn was the only defender as he was everywhere but needed more support.  Finally we make some head 
way up forward through Zac M to Shaun then to Hayden who calmly slots it through for a goal.  

3rd Term 

Ashton was getting into the action tackling well with a good kick out of defence to Shaun.  Hudson continues 
his tackling efforts in the mids.  The tackling is ferocious from both sides, especially Elliott and Finn who 
don't mind taking on much bigger opponents.  Zac M was showing some skill with excellent pickups and 
then adds a perfect centering kick to Christopher who takes a good pack mark, goes back and takes aim at 
his sister and kicks a goal. 

After the game, the kids' reading skills are good as we all sing the right words to the Jets song.  The after 
game get together by the parents on the Oval for a chat and snack was another great idea. 

Awards            

Awards:               Oscar, Hudson and Ashton 

Fairest and best team players:            Finn & Shaun 

Alan Harrison Aimee Kable – Coach and Manager 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  

Under 9 White 
Captain Connor lead the boys out against Ainslie on a sunny Saturday afternoon at Reid. ‘Marking-up’ and 
‘First-to-the-ball’ were the orders of the day and the boys did a great job on both accounts. 

Lachlan and Marcus had their best games of the season so far. Both boys took some good marks, kicked well 
and marked-up in defence. 

Jett and Dean didn’t stop running and they applied pressure to the Ainslie boys all game. Both displayed 
good speed and excellent ball-handling skills. 

The opposition were strong tacklers and Charlie, William and Riley all took heavy knocks . Jett copped a 
good one in the solar plexus while rucking, but all of the boys bounced back in true Jet’s fashion. 

Jaiden is getting more confident each week. He looked good in his new shorts and launched several huge 
kicks out of the backline.  

Githure and Riley peppered the goals with kicks from all angles and Charlie, Sean and William worked well 
in attack, making space and creating opportunities for their team mates. 

Well done boys, keep up the good work!   Mark Godfrey - Coach 

 



 

 

 

  

Under 9 Blue 
The squad travelled to Reid on Saturday for the highly anticipated match against the Belconnen 
Panthers. The boys were greeted with an absolutely cracking day for football as mother nature put 
on perfect playing conditions. Whilst supercoach Andrew was taking in some R&R the boys set about some 
loose training drills in preparation for the big match. The first ball up couldn’t come fast enough and before 
we knew it Captain Jacob Cooper was on his way to the centre square for the toss. Jacob was right on his 
game and after winning the toss he took the decision run with the prevailing light breeze. This strategic 
decision was to pay huge dividends in the final term. 

The first ball up signalled the beginning of an intriguing and hard fought contest. The Panthers were looking 
very dangerous and their ball movement and running resulted in the Jets copping some early scoreboard 
pressure. The Jets were feeling the heat and spent the majority of the first term on the defensive. Toby, Noah, 
Sana and Rohan were busy chasing down Panthers and their efforts ensured the early scoreboard damage 
was limited. 

After the initial onslaught the Jets came to terms with their opponents and evened things up in the second. 
All the boys were showing great application and Josh, Thomas and Harry were making big efforts to cover 
off and close down the Panthers. The tables had turned and now the Panthers were feeling the heat as the 
Jets players began to work the goal umpire hard. 

As the match progressed the Jets made excellent use of the breeze and dominated the final term. Oliver, 
Cameron and Jacob were keeping their opponents honest and the Jets began to look well on top. Overall 
an excellent team performance from the Jets who impressed with their ability to finish strong after a scratchy 
first term. Goal of the day belonged to Josh who managed to put through an acute screamer from the 
right pocket boundary. Match day awards went to Jacob, Oliver and Harry. Bring on round 4.   

Jason Meyn - Team Manager        

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Under 10 Black 
In an unusually warm day at Arctic Park, the mighty Jets Under 10 Black side took on our nearest neighbours.  

Steve was unavailable to coach this week (someone mentioned something about a coaching course with 
James Hird?) so we had our gun assistant Justin Heighway step up to fill the bosses shoes. 

In the first term it was like a tennis match with the ball going from one end of the court field to the other! 
Finn, Zac, Kierra and Josh were excellent examples of defending forwards and locked the ball in the Jets 
forward ‘50’, with Finn snatching a fantastic banana from the pocket to score the Jets opener.  Cayden, Joven, 
Nathan and Zoe were outstanding in the backline and worked hard to keep the tri-colours to minimum 
scoring chances.  Through the middle Liam showed silky hand skills to dish off to Josh who linked up with 
Tess for a stellar clearance out of the mids. Finn found his way to the footy again and banked another point 
for the Jets. Jesse was his usual energetic self and spoilt beautifully, followed by a brilliant mark by Joven. 

Back after the first break, the Jets were chomping at the bit to get a piece of the action. This was definitely 
the term for tackles. Kael drew an opposition penalty after a push in the back; and Zac and Liam fought back 
with a plethora of tackles. Birthday boy Jordan took a strong mark, then Joven got his hands on the footy, 
went for a great big run and bounce, to notch up another goal for the Jets. After giving the ground a piece 
of his mind, Zac was back up like a champion, determined to stay in the game. Finn got the ball to Cayden 
who worked it through the big posts, but sadly after the whistle. Josh saved a play for goals with a great 
mark deep in the opposition’s forwards, and Nathan and Zoe put on a brilliant show laying great tackles and 
supporting each other. We saw more beautiful teamwork as Tessa got the ball to Jesse, who bombed it to 
Finn; Zac, Kierra and Finn work hard to lock down loose balls and clear the mid field. We ended a tense term 
on a Jets rush behind and a stunning goal by Zoe. 

After the second break, and some inspirational words of wisdom from the sidelines, the Jets ran out again, 
feeling determined and competitive. The Jetters ran hard and kept up the pressure, forcing errors by our 
rivals. Tessa and Josh were manned up in the backs and had the opposition running in circles (literally). 
Birthday boy, Zoe and Nathan continued the A-grade footy, taking marks and laying tackles. Like a finely 
tuned machine, Jesse slipped Kael the ball who kicked it home for another Jets goal. As the game drew to a 
close, there was plenty of action in the Jets forward line with a point from Tessa and goal from Jesse. 

Overall, this was a brilliant, thrilling, hard fought game of footy, showing each and every spectator just what 
the Jets under 10 Black team are made of. 

Awards went to Zoe (AMF Bowling), Finn (Rock Climbing) and Jordan (McDonald’s). 

By the Ghost Writer  

 

 



 

 

Under 11 Blue 

With Marist Sky sitting high on the ladder we knew we were going into an important game in Round 5.  Not 
to be intimidated U11 Blue came out to play in the 1st 1/4 .  We played percentage footy, using the ball wisely 
out of our defensive 50.  Moving it through the corridor quickly when our midfield opened up and created 
space.  James White, Cooper, Callum and Nathan worked hard to get momentum.  We peppered the goal, 
entering the 1st break with a 3 point lead after kicking 1 goal 4.   

In the second ¼ the hard work of our backline and midfield payed off, with goals to Scott and Oscar and 2 
minor scores for the ¼.  Matthew worked hard and adapted to the new rules seamlessly in his first game this 
season.  James Carroll, the two Jordans and Nick all created space and opportunity all game.  We went into 
the main break with a 10 point buffer. 

Marist came out in the 3rd term with improved defensive effort, locking the ball into stoppages.  The Jets still 
managed some sparks of Team brilliance, including when Tom burst out of a pack in the centre square, 
finding enough space to kick to Brayden on a lead.  Brayden ran  to the top of the 50m line and delivered a 
well directed kick to Scott, he put the ball through for our only score of the ¼.  The great passage of play 
was thanks to great shepherding for both Tom and Brayden showing how important that team work is. 

We went into the final term with a 9 point lead, but again Marist locked the ball up well.  Jacob worked hard 
to get the ball moving and Zach and Tobias committed to the contest well.  Seb put in some stunning tackles 
deep in defence in the final term preventing a scoreboard blow out.  With the wind at their back Marist 
managed to put on 16 points and hold us scoreless, taking the win in a very close contest.  It’s great to see 
the Jets working so well as a team, I can’t wait to see their efforts rewarded. 

Game Day Awards: Seb, Oscar, Tobias and Tom        

Neil Richards 

 



 

 

Under 11 Black 
It was another game of milestones this week for the Jets as Lachy celebrated his 50th game in true style by 
leading the team out onto the field through his banner for our match against Ainslie Black at most non-
Arctic Amaroo Oval. 

After a tough and tight start, we got our first major on the board with a great passage of play from Daniel 
to Harry, back to Daniel, the Lachy finished off with a goal in his 50th game! Soon after the bounce we were 
back into attack with the two Trent's (H&P) combining with Blake before a turnover prevented us from 
scoring. Sgns where looking good with our inside 50 possessions, except turnovers prevented us scoring. 
The Centre line clearances were strong with Harry, Will, Josh, Sean and Trent giving their all to move the ball 
forward, but again a costly turnover resulted in an Ainslie goal, and then another soon after. Cian showed 
class with a great pass to Daniel and then followed up with the ball again as the moved us forward and the 
quarter was hampered with an amazing and courageous smother from Jett, who took the full brunt of the 
ball in the face, but he showed his toughness by continuing. At the first break it was 1-1-7 to Ainslie 2-2-14. 
The main message of manning up came from Steve at the break. 

The second term saw us again start well into attack with Tayus playing his solid style of running and hard 
tackling, and James running through hard with his tackles as well. . Cian again passed to Tayus who had a 
shot but just fell short of the sticks. Josh scored a point as too id Lachy so we where missing our chances to 
score. In the meantime Ainslie hit the big posts again twice which caused some scoreboard pressure. Michael 
showed his skills around the packs collecting several gutsy possessions and Michael and Alex W heeded the 
advice of sticking to their men. Another downside occurred as Alex L came off with a hit to the arm and 
spent the rest of the match in the medical centre before being taken to hospital to check it out (fortunately 
all was good). We were forced to borrow an Ainslie player, only to have him flattened within minutes and he 
took no further part in the match! At half time it was 1-4-10 to 4-2-26. 

Third quarters win matches so this was our chance. Harry, Cian and Trent worked well together, Alex W had 
a shot that again fell short and Nick and Sam fought hard to both attack and defend depending on 
possession of the ball. Josh, Daniel, Blake and Will combined to move the ball to Lachy who had a shot for 
another point. Will had a shot for a point as too did Josh. who took the ball from an awesome mark from 
Daniel..we had possession but couldn't convert.  It was our sole goal from Harry who kicked from a near 
impossible angle that kept us in with a sniff at the break. 2-7-19 to Ainslie 4-3-27. 

The last term was hard fought, Lachy had two more scoring shots for minor scores, with Ainslie applying 
strong pressure in our back line. The pressure buckled somewhat as Ainslie scored two quick goals and 
started running away with the game. Our boys where tiring, and at the end we went down by 15 points in a 
hard fought battle, which was lost with inaccurate kicking and a total of 9 behinds for the match. Good 
positive signs as we had the chances and possessions, just failed to convert. 

Awards went to Blake, Trent and Sam for a great game. 

Tony Ozanne 

 



 

 

Under 12 Black 
I received some bad news the day before the game with Jack T getting confirmation he has broken his thumb 
and will be sidelined for an extended period. On behalf of the whole team I hope the thumb heals soon Jack.  

It was another home game for under 12 black against Belconnen Cats and Amaroo had it’s usual wind blowing 
across the field. Some reinforcements were called in for our injuries and illness. The game began with Jets 
going forward on numerous occasions but we just couldn’t convert on the scoreboard only scoring 3 behinds. 
We played a great quarter of pressure and making sure we get to the ball first. We let our guard down once 
and Belconnen went forward and converted with a late goal.  

The second quarter was a reverse of the first with Belconnen spending a majority of the quarter in there 
forward line. However they were able to convert on the scoreboard with a couple of early goals. Towards the 
end of the quarter we managed to get on top with some hard running from our mid field players, using the 
open spaces to their advantage. With thinking hand passes and pin point kicking we managed to convert a 
little more in this quarter scoring a goal of our own. 

The third quarter was a very hard fought contest, the ball went from half forward line to half forward with 
neither team able to get into their forward lines to be able to put pressure on the scoreboard. For a majority 
of the quarter the ball was in front of the parents with a lot of boundary throw ins, our boundary umpire Marc 
was clocking up the kilometres getting to each boundary throw in. As the boys from both teams got a little 
tired towards the end of the quarter each team managed to get a late goal. 

Going into the final term we were within range to get our first win on the board for season 2014. I urged the 
boys to continue with the pressure and to get the ball first as if we had the ball we could score. The start of 
the quarter was much the same as the third with numerous boundary throw ins. We were showing signs of 
tiring with our numbers dropping away from the contest. Eventually Belconnen got on top of us and got a 
couple of late goals and broke our back to take out the game 9-4-54 to Jets 2-6-18. We had great 
performances from Jake Saunders, Logan Bryant, Gibson Foster and Jake Thorpe. 

Thank you to all the parents for assisting us on game day however we could always do with some more help. 

Dale Saunders - Coach 

 
 
 



 

 

Under 12 Bue 
Another great day out at our home ground Amaroo Oval.  We are developing a great record at our home 
ground, striking fear into opposition teams when they have to make the long journey along Horse Park Drive 
to face the might of the Gungahlin Jets under 12 Blue. 

It was a special occasion because Ben was playing his 50th game for the mighty Gungahlin Jets, a fantastic 
achievement.  Ben really loves his footy and his club.  Ben has been in my team since under 8’s, so the day 
was really special for me too, having witnessed his development over the last 4 or so years, not only as a 
footballer but also as a person - big congratulations Ben. 

We completed the medal ceremony and Ben burst through the banner, the kids were pumped to take it right 
up to Queanbeyan Gold.  We started all guns blazing, Daniel tapping down beautifully to Blake, a chain of 
handballs involving Jordan and Tate….a long ball into our forward line.  Tim and Mitchell, attacking the 
football, busting packs wide open, James W and Josh crumbing the packs, Oscar and Ben applying plenty of 
forward line pressure to lock the football in our forward half….goals started to flow.  Harry, Mathew, James 
H and Mitchell R setting up a defensive wall to lock the football in our forward half even tighter….goals 
continued to flow.  Alex and Billy controlling the last line of defence making it impossible for Queanbeyan 
Gold to score.  James K and Josh running hard into to space when switching to the fat side of the ground, 
Lachlan and Jake S playing their role when injected into the contest.  The rotations worked great, Jordan 
swapping with James H and Mitchell R, Tate with James W, Blake with Mathew, Daniel resting from ruck 
duties on the pine, giving Alex a run in the ruck.  A very good team game against Queanbeyan Gold, coaches 
are happy and the team is really responding to instructions and performing nicely as little teams within the 
greater team. 

 



 

 

 

Under 12 Blue - Continued 

Thanks to Lachlan and Jake S for doubling up on games joining us from the under 12 Black team. 

Gungahlin Jets 12-6-78 beat Queanbeyan Gold 1-0-6 

Goal kickers Tate-4, James W-2, Blake-2, Tim-2, Mitchell-2 

Best players Mitchell E, Ben, Harry, Tim 

Our team has a great group of parents and siblings very willing to volunteer for game day duties, Mark 
(Razor Ray) - field umpire, David - goal umpire, Nick - boundary umpire, Glenn - team runner, Andrew (Doc 
Brown) - master time keeper, Lily & Anna – water girls.  On the occasion when these volunteers are 
unavailable, there are plenty of others willing to step up.  It certainly makes Terry and I very comfortable 
knowing that all duties are covered on game day. 

Chris Klose – Coach 

Sadly during the week we lost part of the Jets Family with the passing of Sharon Cook, Billy's mum.  Sharon 
passed away on Tuesday night of a massive heart attack. 

Billy has been a keen member of our Jets Blue team for 4 years and Sharon was such a willing volunteer in 
all aspects of the club.  She could be found serving at the canteen, taking photos of our boys, and she 
managed my team at under 9's.  She was a friendly, happy and generous person and we will feel her 
loss greatly. 

Sharon's funeral will be held on Friday 30/5 at the Gungahlin Crematorium (time TBC). 

Please keep David, Ashleigh and Billy in your thoughts and prayers. 

 



 

 

 

Under 13 
This was the third hit out for the Under 13s Jets for the season and our first victory.  It was a much needed 
solid win over Queanbeyan with our boys running away with it 75/25. 

The highlight for the game though was not the great individual efforts by any of the boys nor was it any of 
the ten goals our boys kicked but what happened after the game that made it one to remember… 

This week saw Riley Snell notch up his 50th game of footy.  Before the game started the boys gave Riley a 
guard of honour onto the field where he played a blinder with his team mates.   

The game ended, the boys shook hands with their Queanbeyan opponents and had a hearty three cheers 
for each other’s team and the umpires.  It was then that the magic moment occurred.   

Without any prompting the boys formed a circle in the centre of the oval to sing the Jets song and had Riley 
stand in the middle whilst they sang it loud and proud.   

At that moment, I realised these boys were a team and a bunch of mates – and in case anyone was wondering 
– that’s what footy is all about! 

Congratulations to the boys and in particular to our award winners, Riley Snell, Matt Hambleton, Luka Jadric 
and Connor Bobruk.  Two notable contributors in the game were Dempsey Ward and Matthew Larkin. 

Thanks again for our parent helpers – great job! And this one’s for you Sue Smith – another special thanks 
to Louise for the coffee! 

Blaise O’Shaughnessy - Coach 

 
 
 



 

 

Under 14 Black 
After the bruising game against Marist and a short week to recover the team was looking forward to playing 
under lights at the Town Centre against the Belconnen Magpies. It promised to be a real test for the team 
especially coming off a loss against Marist. However the team was lifted with the return of Alistair Wallace 
and Sam Taylor back in the side after last week’s absence. We also had a new player Steven Musolino who 
has just joined the club and was very much looking forward to playing his first AFL game and being under 
lights. So for the first time of the year we were playing with a full side and also joined by 3 Under 13 players 
Jarod Haridemos, Matthew Hambleton and Harrison Jones. This gave us 5 players on the interchange which 
allowed rotations off the bench. 

Team placement was a challenge with managing some injuries players were carrying from last week. This 
also allowed us to play players in different positions as to mix it up a bit. The plan this week going into the 
game was advance our kick-out plan and dominate the centre corridor. We knew we had the fire power with 
Sam Taylor ling up at Centre half forward, Liam and Alistair in the centre and Connor Bell at Centre Half 
Back. The boys were going to be well supported by our mid-fielders, wings and flankers. 

www.gungahlinjetsafc.teamapp.com 

www.gungahlinjets.com.au 

http://www.gungahlinjetsafc.teamapp.com/
https://gungahlinjetsafc.teamapp.com/


 

 

Under 15 
Under 15 V Eddies at Amaroo 

Well, what a difference a week makes.  After the Rumble in the Rhombus last week it was back to Arctic Park 
for our first tryst with Notus for the season.  And the respective players, umpires, coaches and Presidents 
have been falling over themselves all week complementing everything about the game (cruel but fair), the 
match day environment (best ground environment in the world), the sportsmanship (2 caring kittens in a 
fur-lined chamois) and the adherence to the codes of conduct (no please and thankyou left unsaid).  Ah 
footy! It is the game they play in heaven (after a brief warmup in the underworld). 

This week our battle-weary survivors needed to call on 4 likely lads from the 14’s to get us over the magic 
number 18 (and even then we conspired to notch up another 4 victims to end a game with just 17 on the 
field for the 2nd consecutive week).  Please don’t think I’m lining up the excuses for our demolition – it is just 
that I have been searching in vain for either a dead black cat or that chain letter I didn’t pass on, or maybe I 
had mentioned the name of that Scottish play whilst in the theatre?  I’m sure it wasn’t anything to do with 
triskaidekaphobia because we don’t have that number in the kit so whatever is causing our run of injuries I 
just want to bow down and beg forgiveness from the appropriate deity.  On Saturday there were 10 kids 
who have played this year who were unavailable for selection (when I was a kid you only needed 18 for the 
entire season – no one ever got injured or, god forbid, had a holiday during footy season).   

Having said that, I have learnt at least one thing from this collection  of boys – no matter what odds are 
stacked against them they will just refuse to lie down to have their tummy tickled.  They just keep getting 
up every time they get knocked down to throw themselves into the fray time and time again.  The win 
column isn’t exactly ticking over at the moment but you wouldn’t know it with their upbeat attitude at 
training and their camaraderie before, during and after the games.  I’m really enjoying being part of it.    

Out on the ground we were again led by the captain who knocked up a world record Players Player vote as 
his teammates showed their appreciation for his unstinting efforts in and around the heavy stuff. 

Under 14 Black - Continued 

The team were really excited about playing and could barely concentrate, but when the ball was bounced it 
was down to business. We had good control of possession for the first half with things going to plan. We 
managed to snag a few goals and Brendan Potter once again was having a field day up forward. Around the 
centre we were winning the stoppages and clearing well but just had a case of the fumbles, maybe early 
nerves. Jack Kennedy was again doing a tremendous job at full back and Angus Kinloch and Steven Taylor 
were dominating the wings. Our new player Steven was also showing us that he was keen to get his hands 
on the footy with several positions in the first half. Coming into half time we had the upper hand and it was 
now time to turn the after-burners on and not let the Magpies back in the game. 

The second half was a lot more physical with some bruising collisions, but we kept the pressure on regardless. 
We seemed to be a lot more cleaner with the ball now and getting it to our forwards more frequently, which 
allowed Brendan Potter to kick an impressive 8 goals for the game. We also had some great contributions 
from our under 13 players with both Harrison and Jarod scoring well for the team and Matt absolutely killing 
it on the wing. 

The team once again showed their fitness in the 4th quarter running over the top of their fatigued opposition 
with our midfielders Alistair, Jamie and Jack Walker becoming untouchable. We had Aiden Francis, Brad 
Hoffman and Robert McKee showing plenty of legs in the last as was Aiden Vaivads getting plenty of 
opportunities at full forward. In the end the boys took the chocolates but most importantly they didn’t take 
their foot off the accelerator and played a great 4 quarters of footy. Best were: Liam Bell, Alistair Wallace, 
Jamie Beasland, Sam Taylor, Jack Kennedy, Angus Kinloch, Brendan Potter and Steven Taylor. Goals: Brendan 
Potter 8, Aiden Vaivads 2, Alistair Wallace 1, Jamie Beasland 2. We are missing a goal kicker if anyone wants 
to claim it. Scores Jets U/14 Black 14-13-97 def Belconnen Magpies 2-7-19 

Karl Vaivads - Coach 

  

 

 



 

 

Under 15 - Continued 

He was ably supported by the usual suspects with Nick finally successful in having the brand of ball changed 
from Sherrin to McEwen (because he owns it!  – must I explain every torturous allusion?), Mitch who actually 
had to escorted from the field before he used up all the oxygen in the environs and Tommie who now brings 
his Year 7 trigonometry set to the game to better calculate his defensive positioning. 

This week they were joined in their efforts by Hads who had a dominant game in defence in his best game 
with the mighty Blue, Black and Whites (sorry mate, your days as a goalkicker are over), Matty who discovered 
a running side to his game he had hitherto left in a storeroom cupboard, axeman Collins who took the 
opportunity to shine while his dad was absent on single father duties, Bredey who enjoyed the wide open 
spaces on the wing and Lochie M who showed that he does in fact listen at training by sneaking into the 
perfect front and centre spot to snag his first major for the year (now if a few mates could join him we may 
even be able to start a movement). 

Special mention to the 14’s who filled in who were all given tough jobs for the day (well they were our 
biggest kids) and responded magnificently with mature, committed performances.  Welcome back anytime 
boys.  So excited are kids to have a run with the 15’s that on the day I even had an offer from one of the 13’s 
to play (sorry Matt, you would have dwarfed some of our kids but one McGrory at a time on crutches is 
enough on my conscience). 

I think the only person who missed a trick on the day was me.  On our 28th wedding anniversary I was 
supposed to present Robyn with a couple of vouchers for dinner as a thankyou for allowing footy to take 
over yet another celebration.  Unfortunately I got caught up in my own post match speech and forgot (no 
matter, James and I still utilised them the next day – I had mayo on my Oporto Chicken burger whilst he 
chose BBQ sauce). 

I’d just like to throw out another series of thankyous to our wonderful group of helpers – Matthew on the 
flags, Andrew and (l’il) Snowy on water, Nicola on triage, Kaylene making marks on paper, Adrian on the 
Samsung stopwatch and Ian and (big) Snowy on mop up duties.  A special thanks also to the senior’s physio 
Nathan who manned the defibrillator when SMA went MIA – the word is out now and any aspiring health 
professional worth their goniometer is now circling our team like buzzards on a giraffe bone waiting for the 
next opportunity to put their Gray’s Anatomy into practice. 

See you at the GEO Friday night 

Dave and vic 



 

 

Ingenium Group Under 17 
For the first time this year the Jets travelled south to Ray Lindwall Oval in Pearce to take on Marist. If you 
haven’t been to Ray Lindwall Oval previously, it’s worth noting that Marist College have Morgan’s carpet 
cleaners listed as the curator of the ground. Yep, the surface has been likened to a rich cut pile carpet rather 
than grass.  

Our start time was pushed back this week to 3pm (and then a bit later still due to a late finishing 15’s game) 
which meant we ran the risk of the last quarter being played in the gentles hues of a late Autumn sunset.  
With this in mind the Jets were keen to get a good start in the first quarter; on the off chance we weren’t 
able to see the goal posts in the late stages of the game. 

Liam won the first tap, roved well by our gun midfield set up in John, Kieren and Hayesy.  The Jets forward 
line has been working on improving its efficiency, and this week the gears meshed.  BJ had his sights set 
firmly on winning the ball, and made sure his opposite number knew about it.  Our backmen saw some 
action in the first term, but were never really troubled, as they held their structure and rebounded well.  Given 
the Jets were kicking into the sun and wind (and slightly uphill) the boys did very well to outscore what was 
slated to be a very strong opponent.  

At the first break the Jets were up 2.3.15 to 1.1.7. 

It was surprising to see how fresh the team looked at the quarter break; I put this down partially to their 
good preparation, and partially down to the first quarter being played almost entirely on our terms.  

The second quarter had the Jets kicking to the scoring end, with a focus on efficient and effective delivery 
of footy into our forward line; our forwards had been let off the leash.  Jaidyn was providing a huge target 
deep in the 50, whilst Kieren and Corbo were taking every opportunity from outside. Zac T contributed with 
a great crumbing goal, and it seemed that when Marist shut down one option, the Jets went to another.   
 



 

 

  

Ingenium Group Under 17 – Continued 

The Jets kicked 6 goals in this term and were in total control. Wilham seemed to have all the time in the 
world each time he gained possession, and as usual Captain Jez was providing plenty of options on the wing, 
linking up with 50-Gamer Loobs, as well as Hopey and Lightning. 

At the long break the Jets were in a commanding position 8.5.53 to 2.1.13. 

The third quarter the Jets seemed to take their foot of the gas so to speak and Marist started playing their 
way back into the game, and was starting to make the Jets play. This meant however, that Loobs was able to 
have more impact in his 50th game for the Jets. He was solid as a rock across half back, and combining with 
Zac BB, Nick C, Issy and Nath M,  Marist weren’t able to find easy possessions anywhere on the ground. In 
the last 5 minutes of the third term the Jets lifted the intensity again and set up for a strong finish. 

The last quarter the Jets were again facing the scoring end, and made the absolute most of it. Time and time 
again Jaidyn out marked his opponent and was having a field day in front of goals. Stuey B added his name 
to the list of goal scorers, and whilst there were only 5 names on this list, the result of the game is credit to 
everyone playing their part and playing it well.  

Jaidyn finished with 7 goals, Corbo with 4, Whytey with 3 and one apiece to Zac T and Stuey. 

Awards today went to Liam Hunter (best on Ground), BJ (AMF), Jaidyn (rock climbing) and Zac Tilley 
(Gatorade)... and speaking of Gatorade, Joe Looby celebrating his 50th got a final rinse off as he stretched 
down (you can thank Wilham for that Loobs). 

Next week the 17’s are back at home on the vast expanse of Amaroo with eyes set firmly on their next 
challenge.  

Tim Caesar 

 



 

 

 

 

Youth Girls 
Round 3 v Weston Creek 

The round 3 match against the Wildcats was held at the new Gungahlin Town Centre Oval on a very cold 
Thursday night. The mini-Jetettes got out to a fast start kicking a goal within about the first 2 minutes of the 
game. It was a great start to the game and had the girls up and going quickly. The Wildcats quickly matched 
the goal, added a few more and took the upper hand in the match by the end of the second quarter. After 
the half-time discussion about the key areas of the game that the girls needed to work on, the third quarter 
saw the girls working together and contesting the ball both in the air and on the ground and getting numbers 
around the contests. The third quarter also saw the Jetettes put another major on the board and they started 
putting the game plan into action.  The game saw significant improvements from all of the girls, 8 of which 
were playing their first or second games of Aussie Rules ever.  

Awards: Amber, Ish, Katherine, Immy. 

Round 4 v Belconnen 

The round 4 match against the Magpies was played at Sterling oval on a bright and sunny Mother’s Day 
Sunday afternoon. There was no forgetting the sunscreen this week! The Magpies came out ready to play 
and the mini-Jetettes were a bit flat at the start of the game. The Magpies were a very powerful and skillful 
team who got out to a very quick start and powered through the game. The mini-Jetettes tried their hardest 
and work hard all across the ground, pushing to contests and working on the key areas that they had been 
practicing at training but after the very quick start which the Magpies got out to there was no chance of 
pulling the game back for the mini-Jetettes. The mini-jetettes worked hard all game and come the third and 
further quarter there were some positive signs and the girls were moving the ball around, their tackling 
pressure was up and their number around the ball were greatly improved. The mini-Jetettes kept the Magpies 
to just 2 goals in the fourth quarter and this was a fantastic effort.  

Awards: Dayle, Ericha, Taylah, Ash. 

Over the first 3 games of the season there have been fantastic signs from a team of 12, only 2 of which have 
played footy before. The girls are embracing the game, working with the game plan and most importantly 
having fun on the field, and during training. After some recent training sessions with the tackling and bump 
bags, the mini-Jetettes are intent on taking their game to the next level for their game back after the bye.   

This coach is about to board a flight to the UK, she will miss seeing her mini-Jetettes but knows they are in 
great hands and looks forward to hearing about how their games have gone whilst she is away - remember 
the 4 T’s, mini-Jetettes. 

Kally Gross - Coach 

 



 

 

Women (Jetettes) 
The weekend’s game was against Eastlake at the small and bumpy Kingston oval. The game consisted of 
Eastlake, one of the longest playing teams in the women’s comp (12+ years) against Jets, still finding our 
feet in the league with only 5 years under our belt.  

The experience and knowledge of the game Eastlake hold is something that as a team, we respect and are 
happily working towards. We went into the game like most others with our three main points to focus on. 
First to the ball. Take the game on. Have fun. 

Like every week the girls put in a massive effort in all aspects of the game. Both team’s backlines did 
everything they could to keep the ball out of their opponents 50 resulting in a majority of the game’s contests 
being played within the mid field.  

Our back line had a massive task ahead of them shutting down Eastlake’s big marking forwarders and they 
stepped up to the task and delivered. A large amount of goals scored by Eastlake were from set shots that 
they had to work hard for. They weren’t given any points they didn’t earn and deserve. Just like Eastlake, we 
had to work hard to score the points we did. Eastlake’s quick movement of the ball caught us off guard in 
the first part of the first quarter but it didn’t take us long to catch on. 

The weekend’s game gave us a good reminder of what we need to work on as a team. We face Eastlake 
again in two weekend’s time. Like the weekend’s game, the next time we play them will be a hard contest 
that the winner has to deserve to get those 4 points. Our next match is against Ainslie at the Gungahlin TC 
oval. Thanks to everyone who came and watched on the weekend and all the team’s helpers. We all 
appreciate the effort and support put in by all of you and hope you make it to this weekend’s game. 

Final Score: Eastlake:15.13.93  Jets:3.2.20 

Jessica Dorman 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

  
Seniors – Division 2 
ANU South Oval 17 May 2014 

The team was shuffled a bit from the previous week’s game due to unavailability and injury. We welcomed 
two Rising Stars into the team in Matt Forman and Tom Carmody as the Rising Stars had a bye. I think both 
boys found the game a bit faster but both seemed to have enjoyed the experience and thanks for being part 
of the team. 

ANU did have 3 players allowed to come back from the previous weeks Division/Grade 1 team so that 
probably helped their line up.  

We started the first quarter not too badly although we did not get the pressure well onto the opposition. It 
was an open quarter by both sides and only 1 goal by them happened. 

However ANU in the second quarter began to exploit our ability to man up and one of their half back flankers 
began to drift forward a lot and enabled them to switch and attack. We struggled to get it into our forward 
50 and they kicked five to 1 goal for the quarter. 

A slight change to our structure for the second half with a defensive forward playing on their attacker half 
back flanker worked well, with our player collecting two goals as well as limiting the influence of their player. 
We began to collect more possession, including more contested possession, but we struggled to get good 
targets in the forward line.  

Final score. Jets 4.9 - 33 to ANU 12.11 - 83. 

Players who did well – Richie Davis used great strength and running aggression around the back line, Nobber 
played well at CHB with control, Sticks beginning to do well in the ruck and around the ground. Socks did a 
good role in shutting down the influence of the ANU player (who has played several games in a higher 
grade) and Captain Dan S pushed hard all day. Back line was generally good as they were under lots of 
pressure. 

Leigh McPhan – Senior Coach 
 



 

 

 

  

2014 Junior Game Day Awards 
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Club Contacts 
GUNGAHLIN JETS BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Chairperson - Joe Cortese joe.cortese@outlook.net.au ph 0428 175 228 

Secretary – Tamarah Knox 

Treasurer – Bill Osborne 

Senior Football Director – Rohan Wilson 

Junior Football Director – Scott Wallace 

Director – Michael Whyte 

Director – Chris Klose 

Director – Vince O’Donnell 

JETS SENIOR FOOTBALL COMMITTEE 
President – Rohan Wilson randm82@bigpond.com ph 0418 293 823 

Football Operations – Joe Cortese 

Secretary – Trent Pellow 

Registrar – Tim Lewis 

Treasurer – Greg Osborne 

Committee – Peter Kocmar 

Committee – Kate Gilbert 

JETS JUNIOR FOOTBALL COMMITTEE 
Juniors E-mail – juniors@gungahlinjets.com.au 

President – Scott Wallace ecallaw4@bigpond.net.au ph 0437 311 990 

Vice Pres / Football Operations – Michael Whyte michael.whyte@marsh.com ph 0410 278 113 

Registrar – Chris Klose clk@amalgamatedpropertygroup.com.au ph 0409 636 044 

Property, Website & Jetstream – Terry Evans evansfamily04@bigpond.com.au ph 0438 150508 

Fundraising Coordinator – Anita Downey adowney70@gmail.com 

Player Welfare – Tanya McKee – tanya_j_mckee@hotmail.com 

Budget Controller – Stephen Corbett Stephen.corbett@defence.gov.au  

Secretary – Aimee Kable aimee.kable@gmail.com  

Merchandise – Dale Saunders merchandise@gungahlinjets.com.au  

Players Representative – Kieren Whyte 

Auskick Pro Coodinator – Simon Butt simonbutt@bigpond.com 

Committee – Anthony Victory anthonyvictory@csiro.au  

Committee – Anthony Hambleton Anthony.hambo@hotmail.com  
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